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GCSE (9-1) MEDIA STUDIES

COMPONENT 1

SET PRODUCTS RESOURCE BOOKLET
1. Magazine covers

*Pride* (November 2015)

**FAILED BY FEMINISM**
Have we fallen through the cracks?

**OBJECTIFIED, SEXUALISED, MOCKED.**
Black Women’s Bodies Examined

**HOW FAR**
Would you go to be beautiful?

**THE WIG REVOLUTION IS HERE!**

7 ways to heat up those Winter nights

**FSGM ON HARLEY STREET!**

**NAOMIE HARRIS**
Bond And Beyond
SPECIAL ISSUE! MIND, BODY & MASCULINITY
HERO WORSHIP

Man Up! How to be a man in 2016
(It's not as hard as you think)

+ The essential wellness gadgets
+ Your ideal beach watch
The best for under £300

WORLD EXCLUSIVE
The ROCK!

How Dwayne Johnson became Hollywood's most bankable star

Photographed for British GQ by Gavin Bond. Story by Paul Henderson

PLUS! THE EXTRAORDINARY TRUTH BEHIND THE VIOLA BEACH TRAGEDY
2. Film posters

*The Man with the Golden Gun (1974)*

© Danjaq/EON/UA/Kobal/REX/Shutterstock
The boat flipped. They just slipped through my hands

Father's anguish at death of sons
Aylan and Ghalib
Tragedy sparks calls for action across Europe

The Guardian (4 September 2015)
AS PM FLIES TO MEET EU LEADERS, YOU TELL HIM:

DRAW A RED LINE ON IMMIGRATION OR ELSE!
4. Print Adverts

*Quality Street* (1950s)

© Neil Baylis / Alamy Stock Photo
This Girl Can (2016)

© Sport England www.thisgirlcan.co.uk/
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